The European Site Solutions Summit, where sites, sponsors, and CROs partner for success. Register today and make your best investment of 2017! European Summit attendees are integrated into every opportunity to meet, engage, and network with their industry peers.

Each registration includes invitation to the Opening and Site Appreciation Receptions, lunches, all networking events, educational sessions and materials, and exhibit functions.

Registration includes a one-year SCRS Site Membership*

*Sponsored by INC Research

*Cannot be applied to an existing membership in the form of a renewal

Register Online
EUSiteSolutionsSummit.com
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2017 EUROPEAN SITE SOLUTIONS SUMMIT AGENDA

SUNDAY, 19 MARCH • DAY ONE
17:00 - 18:30 Opening Reception; Registration & Exhibit Hall Open
MONDAY, 20 MARCH • DAY TWO
07:30 Registration Opens
08:00 - 09:00 Exhibit Hall Opens
09:00 - 09:15 Welcome
Christophe Berthoux, DVM, MBA
Chief Executive Officer, Syneixus
Sponsored by StudyKik
09:15 - 10:15 The Site Landscape: Benchmark Your Site
Gain insight to new site trends and metrics to position your site for success. Current data related to site’s financial health, reimbursement and cost of doing business will be unveiled. Learn from big data sets on site performance not previously available. Use this information to understand how your site measures up and to make meaningful improvements. This session has always been a favorite at the Summit and we know you won’t want to miss the latest data.
Christine Pierre
President, Society for Clinical Research Sites
10:15 - 10:55 Sites Matter: Industry Collaboration
Sites have been recognized as key stakeholders in clinical research, but what is next? From site study dashboards and site payments, to contract clauses and more, SCR is on the forefront of advocating for sites in these changing times. CROs are developing various collaboration models, and also running their own sites. Get the information you need to be on top of these changes.
Todd Albion, MBA, CCRP
Senior Director, Site Enrollment Optimization, Acurian
Clare Grace, PhD
Vice President, Site & Patient Access, INC Research
Jackie Kent
Senior Director, Product Delivery Supply Planning & Systems, Lilly
10:55 - 11:25 Networking Break
11:25 - 12:00 The Evolution of Site & CRO Collaborations in the Midst of a Changing Drug Development Landscape
Drug development is changing! From the regulatory landscape to the product pipeline, sponsor companies are facing changes that will affect their business structures and how they engage with sites. Learn about what sponsors need from sites now.
Alastair Macdonald, MSc
Chief Executive Officer, INC Research
12:00 - 12:45 Global ICH Update
This year has seen a major change in ICH. How will it affect clinical research and your site?
Emer Doherthy
Senior Director, Clinical Risk & Data Management, ICON
12:45 - 14:00 Lunch
Break-Out Sessions
The Site Solutions Summit is truly YOUR meeting to customize for YOUR needs. Two, one-hour sessions with multiple topics relevant to your site’s success and sustainability will be presented for your selection. All sessions include active participation with either moderated panels, or esteemed presenters that will provide many valuable take-aways.

Session Formats
Learning Lab
Expert presenters will provide an in-depth review of challenging topics facing the clinical research industry.

SiteVoice™
A cross-section of expert panelists will provide unique perspectives on industry and site pain points and engage the audience in identifying solutions.

14:15 - 15:15 Break-Out Session I
LEARNING LAB
• Create an Effective Site Workforce for Site Success
SITEVOICE™
• Site Partnerships: Become the Site of Choice
• Getting Your Site Paid in a Timely Fashion
• Social Media & Other Creative Solutions: The Good, Bad & Reality
• Red Flags Indicating Site Compliance Issues and Actions to Take to Return to Quality

15:15 - 16:15 Networking Break
15:45 - 16:45 Break-Out Session II
LEARNING LAB
• Metrics that Impact Your Site’s Future: Using Site Performance Metrics to Improve Site, Sponsor, and CRO Relationships
SITEVOICE™
• Stand Out in the Feasibility Process and Understand the Site Selection Process
• Investigator 2017: What’s Going to be Expected From You on site performance
• Recruitment Plans Leading to Dramatic Retention
• Tips on Surviving a Regulatory Inspection
MONDAY, 20 MARCH • DAY TWO
16:45 - 18:15 Site Appreciation Reception
Celebrate stakeholder collaboration in true Summit fashion! Join SCR in celebrating the partnership of the sites.
Sponsored by INC Research
TUESDAY, 21 MARCH • DAY THREE
07:30 Registration Opens
08:00 - 09:00 Exhibit Hall Opens
09:00 - 09:45 EMR Enabled Trials from Concept to Care
Successfully running commercial trials with national oversight and active performance management – Case study UK for National Institute for Health Research and Clinical Research Network
Martin Gibson, MD, PhD, MB ChB, FRCP
Chief Executive Officer, Northwest England
09:45 - 10:30 TransCelerate’s Impact on Sites
This session will be focused on introducing TransCelerate and the ways in which TransCelerate has collaborated with Sites on a variety of projects. During the session, we will introduce TransCelerate and its collaborative nature with Sites and then review particular examples of successful collaboration with Sites that has led to industry successes such as the Shared Investigator Platform (SIP), Investigator Registry (IR), and mutual recognition of Good Clinical Practice (GCP) Training.
Munther Baara, MS
Head of New Clinical Paradigm, Pfizer
Summer Iversen, MBChB, CCRC
Associate Director, Global Clinical Trial Execution, Pfizer
Jackie Kent
Senior Director, Product Delivery Supply Planning & Systems, Lilly
Jeff Wagner, MS
Advisor, Clinical Development Information & Optimization, Lilly
10:30 - 11:00 Networking Break
11:00 - 11:45 Sites - We Are More Alike Than We Are Different: A Global Conversation
This group of international site delegates will ignite a lively conversation highlighting the similarities of site-related issues regardless of where you are located. By listening and learning from each others’ experiences we can all achieve quality and site sustainability.
Roberto Aguirre, MD, CR, CCRP – Ecuador/South America
Vice President, Global Research Director & Co-Founder, AGA Clinical Trials
Helena Sigal, MD – Germany
Founder & Owner, Sigal Site Management & Support
Wojciech Szczepanik, PhD, MBA, MSc – Poland
Managing Director, Central Europe, Synexus
Vivienne van de Walle, MD, PhD, CPI – Netherlands
Director & Owner, PT&R
11:45 - 12:00 Wrap-Up
Christine Pierre
President, Society for Clinical Research Sites
12:00 - 13:00 Lunch